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The Bombay Marines are the East India Company's private fighting ships, defending India's coast and naval
trading routes. Captain Adam Horne is the commander of history's first naval commandos and a hero in the
mould of Hornblower, Alexander Kent's Bolitho or Patrick O'Brian's Aubrey and Maturin. The Adam Horne
trilogy, following The Bombay Marines and The War Chest ('Lloyd's List' described the first novel in the
series as “everything a good yarn should have”), concludes with Captain Horne following a trail into the
perilous waters of the China Seas in pursuit of George Fanshawe, who has disappeared under mysterious
circumstances with gold from the East India Company's coffers and valuable charts detailing the trading
routes for the burgeoning trade with China. Horne is given the order, find Fanshaw, and soon! With his
diminished band of loyal ex-convicts, Horne sails eastward in search of the elusive merchant through seas
infested with pirates and the hostile Chinese. Rich in excitement and period atmosphere, China Flyer
vibrantly recreates the drama of life at sea in the eighteenth century. Packed with suspense, this cunningly
plotted story will hold its readers enthralled from the first sentence to its unexpected ending.
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From reader reviews:

Peter Zimmerman:

Have you spare time for any day? What do you do when you have more or little spare time? Yes, you can
choose the suitable activity for spend your time. Any person spent all their spare time to take a stroll,
shopping, or went to the particular Mall. How about open as well as read a book allowed China Flyer?
Maybe it is to get best activity for you. You know beside you can spend your time together with your
favorite's book, you can smarter than before. Do you agree with the opinion or you have various other
opinion?

Michael Albright:

In this 21st hundred years, people become competitive in every way. By being competitive at this point,
people have do something to make them survives, being in the middle of the crowded place and notice
through surrounding. One thing that sometimes many people have underestimated it for a while is reading.
Yeah, by reading a guide your ability to survive improve then having chance to remain than other is high.
For you personally who want to start reading a new book, we give you this particular China Flyer book as
nice and daily reading reserve. Why, because this book is greater than just a book.

Allen Schlemmer:

Reading can called thoughts hangout, why? Because when you are reading a book specifically book entitled
China Flyer your head will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in every aspect that maybe
mysterious for but surely will end up your mind friends. Imaging each word written in a e-book then become
one type conclusion and explanation which maybe you never get previous to. The China Flyer giving you an
additional experience more than blown away your brain but also giving you useful facts for your better life
on this era. So now let us show you the relaxing pattern at this point is your body and mind will likely be
pleased when you are finished examining it, like winning a casino game. Do you want to try this
extraordinary spending spare time activity?

Maryann Warren:

The book untitled China Flyer contain a lot of information on it. The writer explains her idea with easy
technique. The language is very clear to see all the people, so do definitely not worry, you can easy to read
the item. The book was authored by famous author. The author gives you in the new age of literary works.
You can easily read this book because you can please read on your smart phone, or program, so you can read
the book throughout anywhere and anytime. In a situation you wish to purchase the e-book, you can start
their official web-site and also order it. Have a nice go through.
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